Popular Brands Appearing Next To 2021 US Capitol Riots Disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Antifa stormed the white house in a false flag operation (not MAGA)
- A Majority of Americans support the attempted coup
- Deep State staged attempted coup
- BLM gets sympathy while Patriots die at Capitol
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Poll: Only 27% of GOP Voters Say Storming of Capitol a “Direct Threat on Democracy” – 45% Support the Actions

By Jim Hoft
Published January 8, 2021 at 11:52am
527 Comments

Nearly half of Republicans support the storming of the US Capitol on Wednesday following what many see as a stolen election.

Only 27% see it as a threat to democracy.
The rest think stealing elections is a bigger threat to democracy.
#2 Who Was Breaking The Doors And Windows At The Capitol?

The general consensus in the media is that it was Trump supporters that did this, but in this video you can see Trump supporters actually trying to pull Antifa activists away as they were smashing the glass...

Like most Americans, I was absolutely horrified by the violence that I witnessed at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. I didn’t understand how circumstances could have possibly gotten inside the U.S. Capitol...
Questions About The Chaos At The Capitol That Desperately Need To Be Answered

BY TYLER DURDEN


Like most Americans, I was absolutely horrified by the violence that I watched at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. But I had a difficult time trying to understand what I was witnessing. Trump supporters are almost always extremely peaceful, but many of those that were storming the Capitol were being very violent. That didn't make sense to me. And how in the world did protesters get into the U.S. Capitol in the first place?

Well, it turns out that police actually opened up the barricades that were surrounding the U.S. Capitol and purposely allowed protesters to storm the building. You can see this on video right here...
Footage Reveals Capitol Police Removing Barriers Outside of Congress, Enabling Protestors to Flow Through
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woman elected to the United States Senate.

Tyranny of Communism

It’s every man and woman for themselves when jaded egos are involved.

Truth may someday bolster allegations that it wasn’t patriot Trump supporters but Antifa wearing MAGA hats and dressed like them who stormed the Capitol yesterday.

Until the truth finds sunlight, most news outlets, even including certain Conservative talk show hosts, will continue to blame the hundreds of thousands who took a stand to save America on hallowed Capitol grounds yesterday.

God Bless all of those who leave hearts open to hope.
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Making Sense of the Last Few Days
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New role for antifa: Biden’s 'shock troops'

by Paul Bedard, Washington Secrets Columnist | January 11, 2021 08:20 AM
New role for antifa: Biden's 'shock troops'
Kamala Hits Pause on Unity and Healing to Flat out Gaslight on Capitol Storming and BLM Riots

By Sister Toldjah | Jan 07, 2021 7:45 PM ET
January 9, 2021
The Capitol: So Much Suspicious Evidence

By William L. Gensert

It's our own fault. We allowed Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram to control the narrative while Google controlled the answers to any questions.

They now believe they can define what happened on January 6, 2021 with impunity and we will accept their lies as truth.

We the people, however, are all too aware of what they are trying to accomplish, having been witness to the Hunter Biden story dissolving into the ether from inaccessibility and the silencing of any dissent as they stole a presidency.
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The Capitol: So Much Suspicious Evidence

By William L. Gessner

It’s our own fault. We allowed Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram to control the narrative while Google controlled the answers to any questions.

They now believe they can define what happened on January 6, 2021 with impunity and we will accept their lies as truth.

We the people, however, are all too aware of what they are trying to accomplish, having been witness to the Hunter Biden story dissolving into the ether from inaccessibility and the silencing of any dissent as they stole a presidency.

For the entire year, the left has tried to provoke the right into violence. On Wednesday, they got what they wished for. Or conversely, they infiltrated a peaceful demonstration with Antifa and carried out a successful false flag operation.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAWiW1ttbW2G3h5wJFdXsxbnVebCwiHR0cHM6Ly9nb29n
Capitol Riot Used to Crush ‘The Big Lie’

But the actual “big lie” is that the 2020 election was on the up-and-up and no amount of unpersoning will persuade half the country otherwise. Indeed, it confirms it.

By Julie Kelly  January 11, 2021

In January 6, the day of the Capitol protest/riot/siege, Rasmussen released a poll that showed only a slight majority of Americans believe Joe Biden won the 2020 presidential election fairly. Just 25 percent of Republicans and 52 percent of...
Mike Pence Praises Capitol Police After They Shoot Patriotic Woman Dead at Capitol Protest

Pence is a traitor.
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Taylor Hansen @TaylorUSA - Jan 7, 2021

EXPOSED — ANTIFA was littered throughout the Capitol yesterday.

A THREAD:

Taylor Hansen @TaylorUSA

I am starting with John Sullivan, why? Because I know him. He is a Utah based Activist who leads insurgency groups. He claims to be a “Journalist” and is joking about Ashli’s death.

John’s “Insurgency USA” was one of the first groups I was able to successfully infiltrate.
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Organizer of Provo protest arrested, accused of rioting, making threats

Jayden X @jhaydenx
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Jayden X @jhaydenxander - 3h

We are about the unification of our nation because a people united will never be divided.

Have a question? @danstebo, @frontline

Insurgency USA

@InsurgencyUSA

We are about the unification of our nation because a people united will never be divided.

Have a question? @danstebo, @frontline
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN 2021: MADNESS, MAYHEM, MANIPULATION AND MORE TYRANNY
January 7, 2021

Despite all of this, despite how evident it is that we are mere tools to be used and abused and manipulated for the power elite’s own diabolical purposes, we somehow fail to see their machinations for what they truly are: thinly veiled attempts to overthrow our republic and enslave the citizenry in order to expand their power and wealth.
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